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What is 7 Satya?

7 Satya are on a mission to make sustainability real through the power of 
radical transparency. Our innovative global location-based intelligence products, 
that harness the power of Environmental and Social Impact, help firms analyse 
and assess risks, comply with growing ESG self-disclosure regulations and 
develop and monitor sustainable growth strategies.

7 Satya is a forum member of the Taskforce on Nature-related Financial 
Disclosures (TNFD)
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What does Satya mean?
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n. true, reality, actual, genuine, sincere, honest, 
truthful, undistorted, successful, effectual, valid 
(satyaṃ-kṛ-,"to make true, ratify, realise, fulfil")

We don’t provide judgment...
simple & confidential raw truth

https://sanskritdictionary.com/?q=satya%E1%B9%83&iencoding=&lang=
https://sanskritdictionary.com/?q=%3Croot/%3Ek%E1%B9%9B&iencoding=&lang=


GlobeScan

ESG Omni

Carbon

Biodiversity

Social Impact
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Fast, efficient and scalable global screening 
products for regional comparison.
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Rapid location-based screening and 
diagnostics at scale

Diagnostic tool for unlocking regional data 
for quick global comparison and risk 
assessment

Compare as many locations as you want:
 Find new regions to invest in
 Streamline due diligence
 Monitor regional operational risks
 Assess supplier locations

Unique approach, gain new insights and 
perspectives
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Investment
locations

Shortlist investments 
with best ESG scores for 
further due diligence

Rank investments 
by location-based
ESG scores

Investment
selection

Investment Portfolio
(8,000 listed equities)

Location 
ESG scores
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Case Study:
Rapid investment portfolio screening
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ESG diagnostics 
for supply chains
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Thank you

Mariam Crichton
CEO
7 Satya
www.7satya.com
Mariam.crichton@7Satya.com
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https://www.7satya.com/
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